
What you will need
Glue gun & Glue Sticks
Foil baking tray
Cardboard
Scissors
Material

Fox ears 
Create ear template on cardboard and cut to sizeTransfer template on material and cut to sizeAttach all
pieces using glue gun to create fox ears
Wrap headband to in material using glue gun and trim off excess materialAttach ears to head band using
glue gun
Chest piece 
Cut with enough excess to wrap foil baking tray 
Wrap foil baking tray with material using glue gun then trim off excess material
Fox tail
Draw extending U-shape template 
Place two pieces of fabric good sides facing, filling the template Towards to rear sandwich two squares of
lighter fabric
Stitch around around the outside and trim any excess material 
Pull inside out and stuff with wadding then attach using safety pin





What you will need
Glue gun & Glue Sticks
Foil baking tray
Cardboard
Scissors
Material

Shell
Cut three oval shapes tapering from large to small then stick Cardboard cut outs to foil baking tray
Cut with enough excess to wrap foil baking tray 
Wrap foil baking tray with material using glue gun then trim off excess material
Chest piece 
Cut with enough excess to wrap foil baking tray 
Wrap foil baking tray with material using glue gun then trim off excess material
Attach Chest piece and Shell by making holes in both pieces then cut and tie to size 
Mask
Create a template for mask then transfer template onto material and cut to size
Cuffs and belt
Measure waist and wrists of child
Transfer template onto material and cut to size 





What you will need
Glue gun & Glue Sticks
Sequins
Old tights
Card
Marker Pen
Scissors
Material

Octopus eyes
Draw Eye template onto card
Attach eyes to hat using glue gun 

Octopus legs 
Stuff tights with wadding 
Glue sequins to tight legs
Stitch tight legs onto ribbon





What you will need
Glue gun & Glue Sticks
Sequins
Cardboard
Marker Pen
Scissors
Ribbon
Material

Shell Bra
Create shell bra template on cardboard and cut to size
Transfer template on material and cut to size
Attach to cardboard using glue gun and trim off any excess material 
Make to holes in bra top and then tie string to child's size

Fins
Create fin template on cardboard and cut to size
Transfer template on material and cut to size
Attach to cardboard using glue gun and trim off any excess material 
Create ankle cuff template and repeat step 2 &3
Attach fins to ankle cuff top thenMake holes ankles then attach and tie string to child's size

Waist band and cuffs
Cut material to size then attach materials to ribbon using glue gun



When we do costumes,
We like to try and make

them as low waste as
possible



Halloween may be
cancelled in our corner
of the world, but that

hasn't stopped us
creating some magic!




















